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Abstract—We consider sliding window query execution
scheduling in stream processing engines. Sliding windows are an
essential building block to limit the query focus at a particular
part of the stream, based either on value count or time ranges.
These so called sliding window predicates specify the execution
condition for the query. Due to the often massive amount of
registered queries, efficient algorithms to check these predicates
are essential. While there exists a comprehensive set of works
on the stream processing techniques, the actual algorithms to
intelligently decide on the sliding behaviors is not extensively
addressed in the existing works. In this paper we propose a set
of algorithms for managing and sharing sliding decisions. This
work introduces the concept of the batch sliding and sliding
graphs to improve the sliding decision of the stream processing
engines. Our algorithms can be efficiently used in large-scale
stream processing systems where data arrives at high rates and a
large number of user queries are registered to these data streams.
Our evaluation results show the suitability of this approach in
the real world applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of new sensing devices and recent advances
in the wireless sensor network technology, the demand for pro-
viding a large scale stream processing platform for processing
data produced by these devices is higher than ever before. We
witness an immense increase of sensing devices, ranging from
web cams to sophisticated sensor network deployments con-
sisting of hundreds of wireless sensors capable of measuring
a physical phenomena such as temperature, movement, light,
and several others. Today, commercial entities are playing an
active role in the streaming world by publishing real time
data ranging from financial information (e.g., stock ticks) to
entertainment information such as real time scores for a soccer
match. These streaming data can be produced either by real
sensors such as RFID readers (e.g., tracking parcels on a web
site) or virtual sensors with no direct connection to physical
world (e.g., network traffic).
In order to deal with the streaming data, the standard way is
to specify a query with at least two extra properties associated
with it, window size and sliding value. The window size is
used to limit the actual data used for the processing (execution)
to a certain range in time or number of values. The sliding
predicate is introduced to specify the execution condition for
the query. The execution of the query is triggered whenever
the sliding condition is satisfied implying a possibly infinitely
long periodic execution of the query.
For instance, one can express the interest of obtaining the
average of a temperature sensor over the last 10 minutes, and
doing so periodically every 2 minutes, by simply providing
the window size of 10 minutes and sliding value of 2 minutes
to the stream processing engine. As indicated before, each
time the sliding condition is satisfied (e.g., 2 minutes passed
from the previous execution) the actual action, computing the
average over the last 10 minutes, is performed. Note that in
some research papers the execution of the action is also called
movement of the sliding window.
While there exist a comprehensive set of related work both
on stream processing techniques and middlewares, the actual
algorithms to intelligently decide on the sliding behaviors
while the streaming data are arriving to the system has not
been sufficiently addressed in the existing works. However,
the problem becomes severe in scenarios with thousands of
users registered to hundreds of high frequency data stream.
One of our motivation applications, which suffers from the
same issue, is called NexTick[15] which is a real time stock
tick processing application architected to identify variety of
trends by performing multiple technical analysis (TA) over
the market to identify the best entry and exit points (lots of
queries). NexTick is designed to be used on standard PCs and
laptops and sends its recommendation messages in real time
as the market moves which means it has to very efficiently
handle the processing and notification events. NexTick itself
is using many ideas from our generic stream processing engine
GSN[1][4][5]. Our second motivation use case is initiated by
the environmental scientists whom we are collaborating in
the context of the Swiss Experiment[2]. In Swiss Experiment
project, we face many different challenging questions, most
of which we addressed through the GSN platform [1][4][5]
(explained in more detail in section 2).
In above applications scenarios (among many other similar
high demanding use cases) having algorithms to efficiently use
the resources in order to decide when and which queries have
to be executed can save both processing time and memory
consumption, as verified later in the paper.
In this work, we provide a set of algorithms which can
be used to efficiently decide on the processing time of the
queries in the stream processing engine. We introduce a new
query organization technique based on the sliding attributes of
the queries and we provide algorithms for performing batch
sliding. This work can be specifically useful for popular and
high rate streams such as stock ticks, sensor values for a
renowned location (e.g., snow height in a popular skiing resort
in winter) in addition to resource constrained environments
such as mobile phones and PDAs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents our motivation scenario. Section III presents the
related work. Section IV presents the stream processing model
which we consider in the paper. Section V presents a dis-
cussion on scalability issues. Section VI presents algorithms.
Section VII presents the evaluation results of the algorithms
and finally we conclude in Section VIII.
II. MOTIVATION SCENARIO
As explained in the previous section, we are involved in two
different high rate stream processing applications, the NexTick
and the Swiss Experiment. While aforementioned applications
appear at the first glance to be fundamentally different (one
is using market information while the other one is monitoring
the physical world), in our design, architecturally, they are
exhibiting the same behavior. Both applications deal with the
integration and processing of high rate data, and achieving that
in a highly efficient way to support effective decision making
process (e.g., buy or sell actions or sending alerts in the case
of environmental monitoring sensors).
Thanks to strong acceptance of the Wireless Sensor Net-
works technology, more and more applications and user groups
outside the core technology of wireless sensor networks started
to benefit from this technology. One of the major user bases
are in the environmental science. Wireless sensors bring envi-
ronmental scientists the opportunity of fine grain monitoring
of the physical phenomenon and that explains to some extent
why environmental scientists are among the early adapters
of this new technology. Using wireless sensor networks, not
only the environmental scientists can address their research
questions, but also computer and communication scientists can
identify new opportunities to design more efficient and reliable
systems.
In this section, we focus on the Swiss Experiment project
as our motivation use case (very similar arguments can be
applied to NexTick). In the context of Swiss Experiment, com-
puter science researchers work closely in an inter-disciplinary
collaboration with environmental scientists across multiple
research centers in Switzerland. Interestingly, most researchers
from the environmental science side are from different sub
domains including snow and avalanche research, water quality,
earthquake, understanding rapid mass movements, climate
change, weathering, soil formation and ecosystem evolution.
As one can imagine, introducing systems to address needs
of over 10 different subgroups (although all are related to
environmental science) can be both very interesting and chal-
lenging in nature.
Once the sensor data is captured (e.g., by means of wire-
less or satellite links) and transferred to the storage system
deployed across the relevant research institute, it gets streamed
to GSN[4][5] as our generic stream processing platform. GSN
offers several services such as data sharing between multiple
GSN servers, data storage, processing and filtering. Scientists
can use GSN to express the processing logic and have GSN
taking care of storage of the events, distributing the notification
messages among other services (depicted in figure 11).
The queries posted by the scientists in the Swiss Ex-
periment, are including but not limited to data aggregation,
statistical analysis (median, average, max and min), data
quality estimation (through median average deviation) and
analysis of extreme values (extreme statistics). Each of the
aforementioned calculations has to be preformed in several
time granularities (e.g., 15 seconds, 1 minute, 15 minutes,
etc.) on the data streams generated by each sensor on every
station. For instance, a wind sensor is deployed on each station
with 8 other sensors (e.g., sun radiation, snow height, etc.),
typically generate streaming data at 50 hertz. Considering an
environmental research center such as Swiss Federal Institute
for Snow and Avalanche Research in Davos with over 150
scientists, all of whom are interested in different aspect of
above calculations and considering the sheer amount of sensor
data piped into this institute (around 500 weather stations
deployed around Switzerland) one can easily observe that
the need for scalable management of the resources on the
underlying stream processing system is not only beneficial but
also essential to achieve reasonable response time. Note that
the output of the GSN stream processing engine is typically
delivered through reports and emails. For applications which
need immediate attention of the scientists, GSN can deliver
its output through sending SMS or making VoIP phone calls
(through using Text-To-Speech engines). Applications which
may need immediate attention are including but not limited to
sending early warning (forecasting) and detecting the broken
sensors (by comparing the patterns of the sensor data measured
by a station to its previous measurements and other stations
covering an overlapping region).
III. RELATED WORK
As of today, there exists a few dozen of stream processing
engines developed by different research groups. STREAM [6],
Aurora [3] and TelegraphCQ [8] are some of the existing
stream processing systems which support sliding windows
on data streams. The different types of windows have been
classified in [12] based on works in [11]. Processing data
using the sliding concept is also recently added to commercial
databases thanks to the new notations in SQL99 for specifying
logical and physical windows on relations. Data stream query
languages, such as CQL [7], StreaQuel [8], GSQL [10], and
AQuery [13], often define their own notion of windows based
on SQL99.
The work in this paper is also highly relevant to the data
aggregation sharing methods introduced in [14] and [9].
In [9] the authors exploit similarities among the queries
in order to share resources. The focus of the work is on
1The Wannengrat deployment consists of a set of solar powered weather
stations deployed on the Wannengrat mountain in Davos, Switzerland. The
stations are communicating through a long range point to point wireless
network and through GPRS satellite link (the backup link).
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Fig. 1. Data Acquisition, Processing and Management Chain in the Swiss Experiment Project.
sharing streaming aggregate queries with different periodic
windows without any up-front multi query optimization which
are relying on complex static analysis. Authors introduce
Shared Data Shards for sharing the processing cost among
queries with different window sizes and predicates. The Shared
Data Shards itself is actually the combination of two other
optimizations, the Shared Time Slices approach which is
designed for sharing processing cost among continuous queries
with differing window size and the Shared Data Fragments
approach for sharing processing resources among queries with
different predicates.
The [14] proposes a technique called panes which reduces
both the space and computation cost of evaluating sliding-
window queries by sub-aggregating and sharing computa-
tion. The paper divides overlapping windows into disjoint
panes, computes sub-aggregates over each pane, and compute
window-aggregates by rolling up the sub-aggregates to com-
pute the window-aggregates. The concept of sub-aggregation
and super-aggregation is used originally by the ROLLUP
operator in SQL 99 specification and the data cube operator
to express aggregates at different granularities.
In order to handle timestamps in a distributed environment,
[16] proposes a flexible heartbeat technique for application-
defined time in a DSMS (Distributed Stream Management
System). The proposed solution can handle time skew between
streams, out-of-order data items within streams, and latency in
streams reaching the data stream management systems.
In stream processing systems, continuous queries are exe-
cuted whenever the sliding occurs. While all the aforemen-
tioned works provide different insights in defining and using
window and sliding parameters on the streaming data, the
actual window processing and sliding is always considered to
be handled in a per stream bases thus there is no optimization
performed on the way stream processing engines deal with
these parameters. To clarify the difference, for instance, in
the window-data aggregation works mentioned above, authors
focus on sharing data in the aggregate queries at the execution
time of the queries, our work is focused on introducing data
structures and algorithms to optimize the sliding decisions
(sliding decisions simply act as the triggers for the actual
execution of a continuous queries). To the best of our knowl-
edge, this work is the first attempt to optimize the way stream
processing engines are handling the sliding parameters in large
scale environments.
Our work exploits the similarities between the sliding spec-
ifications of the queries to plan a smart execution schedule.
Once the query is scheduled to be executed, the optimizations
in the above papers can be applied to share data and processing
costs among the queries. We address both the time and
count based sliding behaviors which are independent of the
actual streaming data and execution plan. The ideas in this
paper are designed so that they can be applied easily to any
stream processing engine including those mentioned above.
We assume that data elements arrive in the correct order to
the sliding manager component. For handling out of order data
elements, we can benefit from the techniques introduced by
[16].
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section we briefly review the system model that we
consider in our work. As we aim at introducing a new layer
of optimization to stream processing systems, our goal is to
be as general as possible.
Figure 2 represents a sample stream processing engine
which uses two wireless sensor networks as its input streams.
The first network is based on the TinyOS platform while the
second network uses hand-held RFID readers communicating
through WiFi with a base station (typically a wireless router).
In contemporary stream processing engines, there exists a
data interface component which is typically connected to a
permanent storage such as a relational database, and a load
shedder to monitor the current input rate in order to adapt
the existing resources (which are consumed by the stream
producers and users queries) with the preferred quality of
service level.
In standard stream processing systems, users can post their
queries to the system in order to get notified about occurrence
of specific conditions and patterns on the data streams. These
queries are stored inside the query repository that closely
interacts with the query planner which in turn uses the stream
statistics directory to generate an optimal execution plan for
each query. The stream statistics directory contains the most
recent statistical information (e.g., income rate and stream data
size) regarding all the streams registered to the system.
Once the streaming data arrives, the sliding manager uses
the query repository to generate a list containing all queries
for which the sliding is imminent. This list is called the
candidate query list. The query list is then delivered to the
query scheduler which schedules the queries for execution by
using arbitrary scheduling algorithms. Since we post a list of
queries for the scheduler, it can consider batch processing of
the queries. The queries are evaluated in the query execution
unit that emits the results to the output delivery module. The
notification system and output delivery module communicate
with each other to notify registered users about new events.
This model implies the essential role of the sliding manager
in a stream processing system. Our focus in this work is on
the sliding manager module of the stream processing engines.
We propose algorithms to intelligently manage the sliding
windows, thus improving the processing time and reducing
the memory overhead.
V. SCALABILITY DISCUSSION
In this section we would like to show how other fields which
are facing major scalability issues (in the stream processing
context) can benefit from this work. Consider a financial
market data processing applications. In these systems (e.g.,
NexTick[15]) the quick response time has the utmost impor-
tance. The actual processing of the market ticks are done in
two stages. The first stage involves identifying which queries
to execute at a given time. The second stage involves the
actual execution process. In a typical setup of 10,000 symbols
(the NYSE and Nasdaq together) with 100 different types of
technical analysis (TA) performed on the price movements
plus having these TAs preformed at multiple (typically 20)
time granularities (e.g., 1 second, 5 seconds, 15 seconds,
1 minute, etc.), one can easily see how the scalability can
become a real issue. Just in the aforementioned application,
one has to deal with over 20 Million queries. Of course each
query has to be also processed which itself implies huge lag
between the decision time and the stock tick arrival time.
As in these setups the queries are posted to the system
before data streams arrive to the system. For instance, the
number of queries and TAs are typically fixed before the
market opens, we normally can have the sliding graph already
prepared. Now, whenever a tick is delivered to the system
from the market, a typical naive approach has to evaluate all
the registered queries to know which one to slide (e.g., 20
million queries in this case). Our approach fixes this stage
by providing data structure and algorithms to intelligently
handle the sliding values. The execution process of queries
is orthogonal to this stage simply because in typical scenarios
like above, we can easily use data grids and grid computing
techniques to have the processing cost under our control. Note
that in these applications, our algorithms for the query can-
didate construction phase combined with other optimization
techniques at the execution time (likes those introduced by
[14] and [9]) can provide a comprehensive toolkit to handle
the performance issues in these kind of applications.
VI. ALGORITHMS
In the stream context, there exist two types of sliding
actions, time based and (tuple) count based. The time based
sliding implies execution of the query in predefined and
(possibly fixed) intervals. The count based sliding is used
for triggering the query execution once a certain amount of
data items (tuples) have been arrived to the stream processing
engine. The amount of the data on which the query is eval-
uated is specified through the window property. The window
property can be also specified using time or tuples. Given the
above stream processing constructs one can come up with four
different combinations listed below:
1) Count based window, count based slide (CBW-CBS)
2) Time based window, count based slide (TBW-CBS)
3) Time based window, time based slide (TBW-TBS)
4) Count based window, time based slide (CBW-TBS)
For sliding windows which have a count based slide (the
first and second types), the case of slide=1 is considered as a
special case. In this case we simply do the sliding on arrival
of each new tuple. There are also two different types of time
which should be handled differently, local time and remote
time. If the system time is used as the timestamp of tuples, we
say these tuples are using local time. If the timestamp is set by
the remote data source, we say tuples have remote time. Since
each of these two types of time requires different treatment,
sliding windows with time based slide are further divided into
local time based and remote time based and therefore, we
will have six different sliding window types: Two so called
count based sliding windows, two so called local time based
sliding windows, and in addition two remote time base sliding
windows. In the following subsections we will explain different
algorithms used for management of sliding for these three
groups of sliding windows.
A. Sliding Graph
In this part, we start by describing the proposed sliding
window management strategies and then we continue toward
the concrete algorithms. The problem is to develop a method to
reduce the time required for checking each sliding value to see
whether its window must be slid or not. The straightforward
method is to test all streams on arrival of each tuple. An
obvious improvement is grouping those streams which have
the same sliding value. This can already greatly reduce the
number of comparisons on arrival of each new tuple.
We further improve the time by introducing a graph struc-
ture for sliding groups. This graph is based on the fact that
in continuous queries that are issued by users, the sliding
value of windows are often factors of each other. Suppose
that after grouping of sliding windows, we have the following
(count based) sliding groups: 2, 4, 8, 24, 15, 12, 5, 22, 3,
11, and 9. We know, for example, that 2 divides 2, 4, 8,
12, 24, and 22; also 3 divides 3, 9, 12, 15, and 24. These
values are put in a directed graph such that for each edge the
start node’s value divides the end node’s value and there is
no other node in between them. If after the construction of
Fig. 2. General Model For Large Scale Stream Processing
the graph there is more than one node without any edges, a
dummy parent node is created which uses the greatest common
divisor (gcd) of its children as its sliding value. The only node
without any incoming edges, which may be a dummy node,
is called root node. Edges in the graph are either strong or
weak; an incoming edge to a node is strong if its start value
is the greatest among the start values of the other incoming
edges. All other edges are weak edges and are used to simplify
modifications to the graph. The resulting graph is called the
sliding graph.
Figure 3 shows the sliding graph for the sample sliding
groups mentioned above. Strong edges are expressed with
solid line arrows and weak edges are depicted using dashed
line arrows. As it can be seen in the figure, if we remove weak
edges from the graph, what remains is a tree which is called
sliding tree which we use it in our sliding algorithms.
B. Sliding for Count based Sliding Windows
Count based sliding is the simplest among three sliding
window types. After constructing the sliding graph, we only
need to keep track of the number of tuples received so far. On
arrival of each new tuple Algorithm 1 is executed to create
the candidate query list.
Algorithm 1
1: tc⇐ tc+1 {updating current number of received tuples}
2: if tc mod rootNode.slide= 0 then
3: Push rootNode to stack S
4: while S is not empty do
5: Pop ns from S
6: Add requests of ns to the candidate query list
7: for each child node nch of ns do
8: if tc mod nch.slide = 0 then
9: Push nch to S
10: end if
11: end for
12: end while
13: end if
In Algorithm 1 we actually perform a pre-order traverse
of the sliding tree. The search is stopped at each node that
its sliding value is not a divisor of the current tuple count.
In this way we can eliminate a (possibly) large number of
unsuccessful sliding value testing and hence reducing the
execution time. For example, in the sample graph in Figure 3,
when the tuple count is an odd number after testing divisibility
by 2, the nodes 4, 8, 12, and 24 no longer need to be tested,
while nodes 9, 15, and 22 are tested if the tuple count is
divisible by 3, 5, or 11, respectively.
Window sizes are not considered in the algorithms and
window size checking is left to the query execution system. If
window sizes were considered in the sliding algorithms, the
sliding groups might become very limited because we cannot
put the sliding windows with the same sliding values and
different window sizes into the same sliding group. Algorithm
1 does not consider the dynamic behavior of addition and
deletion of queries to/from the system. It only uses the pro-
vided sliding graph. A separate simple algorithm is needed to
update the sliding graph when a new query is introduced to the
system or when an existing query leaves it. Since new sliding
windows could be added to the sliding graph when the system
is running, the first sliding round of new sliding windows may
not be accurate, which is generally acceptable. After the first
round, Algorithm 1 and other algorithms which are described
in the next sections work as expected. For example, if 958
tuples have received so far and a new count based sliding
window with sliding value of 10 is added to the sliding graph,
this sliding window is scheduled for its first execution just after
the arrival of two new tuples. After this first sliding round,
the sliding window will be scheduled for execution after each
new 10 tuples. The maximum performance of the algorithms
is when the system is in a relatively steady state and there are
a large number of registered queries on input streams.
C. Sliding for Local Time based Sliding Windows
In the simplest way, we use a local timer for each sliding
window (or sliding group). The time unit or timer tick of
each timer is set to its associated sliding value. This approach
requires a large number of timers in the system and leads to
more processor and memory usage. However we can use a
Fig. 3. Sliding graph produced for sample sliding groups
single timer for the all sliding windows defined over a data
stream by setting its time unit to the gcd of the sliding values.
Again we can use Algorithm 1 to reduce the number of slide
testing on each timer tick provided that the tuple counter in the
algorithm is replaced with a time unit counter. The time unit
counter keeps the sum of time unit passed up to now. Suppose
that the sliding values in Figure 3 are in seconds, so we can
use them as an example for time based sliding windows. The
gcd of these sliding values, and hence the timer tick, is 1 sec.
The timer is scheduled to check the sliding windows every 1
sec.
D. Sliding for Remote Time based Sliding Windows
Handling remote time based sliding windows is more com-
plicated than local time based sliding windows. The variable
delays that networks put on the packets are the main source for
the complication of the time management. These delays along
with unsynchronized times may lead to out of order receiving
of tuples. We assumed that a separate component is responsible
for dealing with these out of order tuples. Using any approach
to deal with the out of ordering, this subsystem delivers correct
ordered tuples to the sliding manager component.
One simple solution is to check the sliding on arrival of each
new tuple without using any local timer. On arrival of the first
tuple, the next slide time is computed for all sliding windows
and then the sliding windows are sorted in increasing order of
next slide times. For each next tuple, the tuple’s timestamp is
compared with the updated next slide time of the first sliding
window. If it is not greater than the timestamp, the window is
slid and its next slide time is updated and then the next window
is tested. If the test is not passed, other sliding windows won’t
be checked. At the end of slide testing, the sliding windows
must remain sorted. Algorithm 2 represents these steps.
This algorithm has some drawbacks. First, window sliding
may not be done at exact times. The second drawback is the
worst case of the first one and it is postponing sliding of
windows for a possibly long time. Suppose that the sliding
value for a sliding window is 150 sec and new tuples arrive
each 60±10 seconds. In some cases we must wait for 60 sec
to receive the next tuple and then slide the window.
Algorithm 2
1: for each new tuple, t pl do
2: if t pl is the first tuple then
3: for each sliding window, SW do
4: SW.nextSlide⇐ SW.slide+ t pl.timestamp
5: end for
6: Sort sliding windows in increasing order of their
nextSlides
7: else
8: for each sliding window, SW do
9: if SW.nextSlide≤ t.timestamp then
10: Add requests of SW to the candidate query list
11: SW.nextSlide⇐ SW.slide+ t pl.timestamp
12: else
13: Ensure sorting of sliding windows
14: Exit for
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
A different approach is to synchronize the local clock
with the remote clock. The synchronization is based on the
timestamps of the new tuples and therefore is an approximate
method. The algorithm, which is done for each sliding group,
works as follows. By arrival of the first tuple a timer is
initialized, the timestamp of the tuple is set as the current time
of the timer and the sliding value is set as its time unit. On
each timer tick we delay the sliding by a computed value for
the delay λ . If a new tuple arrives during this period, we ignore
the delay and do the sliding. Each time a new tuple arrives,
the value of λ is updated based on the following formula:
λ = αλ +(1−α)delay (1)
Where delay is the difference of the tuple’s timestamp and
the current time of the timer, and α is a value between 0 and
1 which specifies the weight of the previous value of λ in the
new value. In order to get a more accurate delay, the value of α
can be refined during the execution of the algorithm to adjust
the fraction of previous value of λ that affects the current
estimated delay. Note that in this approach a separate timer
is used for each sliding group and also some late tuples may
be discarded. It is easy to realize that this approach requires
more memory and processing time than the first one. It is up
to the designer (or user) to choose between the simplicity of
the first algorithm and the better accuracy of the second one.
E. Optimizing the sliding graph
It is possible to have some slide values none of them is a
divisor of others but they may have some common divisors.
Assume that we have these sliding values: 7, 8, 12, and 20.
The sliding graph produced for them has been shown in Figure
4(a). We know that 4 is the (greatest) common divisor of 8,
12, and 20, so we can add a dummy node with slide value
of 4 to the graph to get the sliding graph in Figure 4(b). To
see the effect of adding an extra node to the graph, we can
compare the number of node testing in these graphs. For λ
tuples, the number of node testing is Ca = 5λ for graph (a) and
Cb = 3.75λ for graph (b). Therefore, the number of eliminated
nodes to be evaluated will be Ca−Cb = 1.25λ , at the cost of
adding one extra node to the original sliding graph. If the
benefit of optimization be more than the cost of extra nodes,
we can optimize the graph by adding some dummy nodes to
it.
For each node n, node optimization On and node optimiza-
tion factor θn is defined as follows:
On =
C0−C1
C0
× 1
Sn
(2)
θn =
On
c f (σ)
(3)
Where C0 is the number of testing of the children of node n
before optimization, C1 is the number testing of the children of
node n after optimization, Sn is the sliding value of the node,
σ is the number of extra nodes created for the optimization,
and c f (σ) is the cost function that takes σ and returns the
cost of σ node(s) as a real number.
In order to be able to optimize a sliding graph, two other
optimization parameters are needed: the node optimization
limit θl , which is the minimum value of node optimization
factor, and the graph optimization limit θg, which is the lower
bound on optimization of the graph. θl is a criterion for
measuring the benefit of optimizing a node versus the cost
of adding extra nodes. In other words, if optimization factor
of a node is less than θl , then the cost of adding a node will
become more than the benefit we gain from the optimization
and this optimization should not be applied to the sliding
graph. If more than one node is optimized, we should inspect
that whether the sum of this optimization has a lower cost than
the resulting benefit or it has a negetive effect on running time
of the algorithms. The θg parameter is used not only to inspect
this issue but also makes a compromise between the number
of extra nodes (and memory consumption increment caused
by them) and the value of graph optimization. Therefore,
for a realistic optimization of a sliding graph, the mentioned
parameters should be carefully selected. This selection could
be based on the input rate of data, the way the graph is
traversed, and the cost of extra nodes in this traversal.
Having these parameters, Algorithm 3 is used to optimize
a sliding graph. The algorithm produces (in a greedy manner)
an optimized sliding graph for the given parameters. Although
it does not always produce the best optimization, it can build
near optimal sliding graphs based on the given parameters.
In this algorithm n.sigma is the number of extra nodes
produced for optimizing node n. In order to compute possible
optimizations at a node, it is necessary to compute all feasible
combinations of child nodes based on their greatest common
divisors. Although it is not a difficult problem, it might require
heavy computations when a node has more than a specific
number of children. In this case we can put a limit on the
Fig. 4. Original and optimized sliding graphs
computation and continue with the best optimization resulted
from this limited computation.
Algorithm 3
1: For each node n in the graph compute On (n.opt) and θn
(n.theta).
2: If more than one optimization is possible for a node, select
one optimization that its θ is maximum.
3: Add all nodes to the nodeList, except those nodes with
θ < θl .
4: Sort nodeList in decreasing order of θs.
5: sumOpt⇐ 0
6: sumSigma⇐ 0
7: for each node n in nodeList do
8: if ((sumOpt + n.opt)/c f (sumSigma+ n.sigma)) > θg
then
9: Optimize n in the graph
10: sumOpt⇐ sumOpt+n.opt
11: sumSigma⇐ sumSigma+n.sigma
12: else
13: if n has multiple optimizations then
14: Among those optimizations with σ < n.sigma se-
lect one of them with the maximum θ . If there
exists such optimization, set it as the node’s op-
timization and insert n in the proper place in
nodeList
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
VII. EVALUATION RESULTS
To evaluate the effect of using sliding graphs in the sliding
algorithms, the execution time of our count based sliding
algorithm has been compared with the execution time of the
basic sliding algorithm which does not use sliding graphs. The
basic sliding algorithm, which we call it the plain algorithm,
checks all sliding groups on arrival of a new tuple. We use
the following configuration for the evaluation: The number
of continuous queries with sliding windows defined over a
single stream is 10000, 5000, 1000, 100, 50, 30, and 10.
The maximum values for slides are 200, 800, and 2000.
Tuple production rate is 1000 tuples per second and each
algorithm runs for 10 seconds (approximately 10000 tuples are
produced). Sliding values are generated randomly in the range
of [2..maximum sliding value]. We evaluate each algorithm 10
times independently, each time with different sliding values,
and then the average execution time of the algorithms is
used as the criteria for comparison of execution times. The
evaluation was performed on a typical desktop PC with dual
core, 2GHz Intel processor with 2MB cache, 1GB memory,
running Linux kernel 2.6.24. We used the GSN platform as
our stream processing system. The GSN platform and our
evaluations have been written in Java language.
Figure 5 shows the result of the evaluation when the
maximum value of sliding values is 200. It can be seen that
the execution time is improved by the sliding graph algorithm
(except for the case of 10 queries). As the number of queries
increased the improvement of the sliding algorithm is getting
better. As the number of queries decrease, the time required
for traversing the graph reduces the effect of using the sliding
graph. The results of the evaluation are shown in Figure
6 and Figure 7 when sliding values are less than 800 and
2000, respectively. The execution time of the sliding graph
algorithm is between 3 and 3.7 times better than the plain
algorithm for 10000 and 5000 queries in Figure 6 and Figure
7, respectively. We can conclude that our sliding graph gives
better performance as the number of queries increased and the
range of sliding values gets expanded.
To view the effect of optimizing the sliding graph, each slid-
ing graph has been optimized with two different optimization
parameters. The first optimization has been done with θl = 0,
θg = 0 and c f (σ) = σ and the second optimization has been
done with θl = 0.001, θg = 0.01 and c f (σ) = σ . The first
optimization creates the optimal graph without any restriction
with the minimum number of extra nodes. As in Algorithm 1, a
stack is used when we search the sliding graph. To have a more
accurate comparison, the number of comparison operations
and stack pushes are calculated. Each sequence of push-pop is
estimated to be equal to 10-12 comparison operations and is
added to the actual comparison operations. In addition to the
previous evaluation parameters, each algorithm is executed for
100000 tuples and the number of comparison operations and
stack pushes is calculated.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the result of the evaluation for
the original sliding graph and the optimized sliding graphs
with the two series of parameters mentioned above for sliding
values that are less than 200 and 800. These figures show that
the optimized sliding graphs reduce the number of operations
required in the sliding algorithms that uses the sliding graph.
Moreover, the first optimization works better than (or equal
to) the second one. In general, we can deduce that by op-
timizing the sliding graph the execution time of the sliding
graph algorithms is reduced, provided that the optimization
parameters are correctly chosen. The second parameters have
been randomly chosen while in practice one should specify
them based on some criteria such as the amount of accessible
memory, the graph traversal implementation, and the input rate
of data.
Note that in the above evaluation results we only focused on
count based sliding. As time is modeled using discrete integer
values in the operating systems (e.g., number of milliseconds),
one can use the exact same algorithms to handle time based
sliding thus the evaluation results also covers the time based
sliding queries.
In section VI-D we proposed two different approaches for
handling remote time based sliding windows and claimed that
the second approach results in more accurate sliding times
than the first one (Algorithm 2). To compare the accuracy
of the algorithms, a stream source is used which produces
a new tuple every 2 minutes. A random delay between 30
and 90 seconds is put on each tuple before sending them
to the sliding manager. Two queries are defined on this data
stream, one with a slide value of 3 minutes and other with a
slide value of 5 minutes. The system runs with both remote
time based sliding algorithms and records the sliding times
for each of them. Table I and table II show the time intervals
between each sliding resulted from each sliding algorithm. As
it can be seen in the tables, the second algorithm schedules
the sliding windows to slide in more accurate times than the
first algorithm. Algorithm 2 needs to wait for arrival of new
tuples to decide on sliding while the second algorithm uses a
timer to determine the sliding times and tries to synchronize
this timer with the timer of the data source.
TABLE I
TIME INTERVALS BETWEEN EACH SLIDING IN REMOTE TIME BASED
SLIDING ALGORITHMS WHEN THE SLIDE VALUE IS 3 MINUTES.
Algorithm 2 03:54 03:43 04:18 04:02 03:51 03:54
Using timers 02:56 03:39 02:58 03:06 03:12 03:29
TABLE II
TIME INTERVALS BETWEEN EACH SLIDING IN REMOTE TIME BASED
SLIDING ALGORITHMS WHEN THE SLIDE VALUE IS 5 MINUTES.
Algorithm 2 06:03 05:49 06:22 05:48 06:20 05:52
Using timers 05:03 04:47 05:49 05:02 04:58 05:32
Fig. 5. Average execution times of algorithms with sliding values are ≤ 200.
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Fig. 6. Average execution times of algorithms when sliding values are ≤
800.
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Fig. 7. Average execution times of algorithms when sliding values are ≤
2000.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have proposed a set of algorithms and
techniques to deal with the management of sliding windows
in stream processing systems. The proposed algorithms can be
especially used in large-scale data stream processing systems
in which there exist a large number of users registered to
hundreds of high rate data streams. We address three possible
types of sliding windows: tuple based, local time based, and
remote time based. The sliding graph concept is introduced
to reduce the processing time in sliding managers. Our eval-
uation results prove the efficiency of the sliding graph in the
algorithms.
One interesting feature for the aforementioned stream pro-
cessing systems is the use of approximate sliding window
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Fig. 8. Comparison of original and optimized sliding graph with sliding
values ≤ 200.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of original and optimized sliding graph with sliding
values ≤ 800.
management. In this approach sliding windows which have
close slide values could be grouped in the same sliding group
to further reduce the processing time. In local time based
sliding windows the number of timers was reduced as a result
of using sliding graph. However, it is possible to enhance this
algorithm either by merging similar timers which are used for
different data streams or by using a few number of global
timers in the system for all data streams. If the number of
queries is large and data rate is very high, a single processing
stream processor system might become overloaded.
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